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52 Abstract. This paper presents the neutral -wind climatology at approximate ly 87-km 

53 altitude from Utah State Universi ty's Bear Lake Observatory (BlO). a mid-latitude site 

54 siUlated in the midd le of the Rocky Mountai ns. The winds were detennined using a very 

55 sensitive Fabry-PerOl interferometer (FPI) observing the OH Meinel (6-2) PI (3) line al 

56 843 nm. The c limalOlogy. detemlined from month ly averages of the nightly evolu tion of 

57 the geographic meridional and zonal wind components over forty· five monlhs, has three 

58 disti nct seasonal patterns: willler (November- February) , summer (May-July), and late 

59 Slimmer (August and September). The background zonal wind is eastward the whole year 

60 except March and April. The background meridional wind is northward in willIer and 

6 1 southward during the rest of the year. In late summer. the winds exhibit a very strong 

62 semidiurnal tidal variation almost every night. In summer, they exhibit a similar tidal 

63 variation on enough nights that a semi diurnal pattern appears in the climatology. In 

64 willter. the nighHo·night vari abi li ty is so great that little structure is evident in the 

65 climatology . These winds are compared to those from other techn iques or sites: ~l 

66 observations from UARS. FPI observations from Michigan , and MF radar observations. 

67 While generally agreeing in relative amplitudes and i.n phase. differences do exist. 

68 espec iall y the weak semidiurnal tide at BLO in wimer and a greatly reduced {ide at spring 

69 equinox compared to late summer. It is li kely that these differences arise from the 
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70 topographical generation of gravity waves by winds flowing over the Rocky Mountains. 

7 1 The tidal variations are also compared to results from lhe global-scale wave model 

72 (GSWM): our semidiurnal amplitudes arc considerably bigger except in winter, and our 

73 phases vary from showing very good agreemcm i.n July, fair agreement in Apri.l and 

74 January, and di sagreement in October. These large differences may be ev idence that 11011 -

75 linear effects are more important than realized. The behavior of the background winds is 

76 consistent wi th different populations of gravi ty waves reaching 87 km in summer and 

77 winter. The behavior of the semidiurnaltidal variation is consistent' with a strong 

78 interaction between the tidal and gravity·wave wind fields, and is consistent with the 

79 different summer and Wil/ler gravity wave populations, and with a fall·spring asymmetry 

80 characterized by much weaker gravity wave sources in late summer than near spring 

81 equinox. 

82 

83 

84 1. Introduction 

85 

86 The nighttime airglow emission from OH reOects the state of the upper mesosphere near the 

87 mesopause, which in turn reflects many radiative. chemical. and dynamical processes that occur 

88 between the troposphere and lower thermosphere. We usually think of the peak of the 

89 OH emjssion layer as being at 87-km altitude and having a full thickness at half· max imum 

90 intenSity of 6 km [Baker and Stair, 1988; von Zahfl et ai., 1987]. In close agreement, recent OH 

9 1 observations from UARS near the nonhero hemisphere spring equinox show a peak altitude of 

92 88 kill for most of the !light [Lowe el al.. 1996]. At 87 km. the emission peak is located at 
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93 essentially the mid-I:l.IilUdc mesopause in summer and approximately 15 km below the 

94 mcsopallsc in wi nter r CJullli" el al .. J 987: J-Iallchecome ef til. . 199 1: Sellf t el al .• 1994: WicklVor 

9S et al .. 1997,1] . Accordingly, the temperature goes through a large annual cycle with a hOI winter 

96 and cold summer. 

97 

98 The atmospheric reg ion within which the OH emission occurs is affected either directly or 

99 indi rect ly by dynamical features on just about every lime and spatial scale . The temperature 

100 variation is re lated to a large-scale, meridional circulation from summer to winter, i.e ., in lhe 

101 northern hemisphere it is from north to south in summer and from south 10 north in winter [e.g., 

102 Murgalroyd, 1957; Geller, 1983; Hedin et al., 19961. "is undoubtedly affected by the large-

103 scale, mesosphcric, temperature inversion-layer phenomenon that is particularly prevalent in 

104 winter at lower altitudes in the mesosphere [e.g., Hallchecorne el 01., 1987; Whiteway t!l 01., 

105 1995]. The in version layers have a characteri stic duration of one to two weeks and with 

106 infrequent sampling can give rise (0 what appears to be a large interannual winter variation [e.g .. 

107 Wid.:war et al., 1997aJ. The particularly strong winter inversion layers also appear to be closely 

108 related to stratospheric warmings and planetary waves [e.g. , Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1982; 

109 1983]. For shorter periods-24. 12,8,6, hours, etc.- the emission region is affected by tides 

J 10 [e.g., Rees el CLI., 1990] from the insolation absorbed in stratospheric 0 ) and lropospheric water 

111 vapor [e.g., Hag(UI e/ al., 1995]. For still shorter periods-minutes to a few hours-the region is 

11 2 affected by gravity waves [e .g., SWe1lS0fl and Mende. 1994; WI4 and Killee'l , 1996] , They can be 

11 3 generated in the troposphere by a number of sources: winds flowing over the Rocky Mountain 

114 I.opography [e.g .. Nas/rom and FrillS, 1992; Bacmeisrer, 1993], convecti ve stOllllS [e.g., Alexander 
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115 elal.. 1995: Alexander. 19961, and the jel stream fe.g., Frills alld Nasrrom. 1992: Murayama el 

11 6 al., 1994<1: nuda el 0/., 19941-

11 7 

118 Thus the dynamics of the OH-emission region wi ll reneel the integrated effect of aJl these 

119 processes and phenomena. as well as others. In th is paper we examine the effects, i.e., the lime 

120 dependence of the nighuirne winds above one mid-latitude location. This is the type of slUdy that 

12 1 is ideally sui ted for ground-based observa tions. To do this we use observations from an 

122 extremely sens itive Fabry-PeroL interferometer (FPl). in itial results have been presented by Rees 

123 el til. [1 990] and East el at. (1 995], demonstrat ing the feasib ility of obtain ing the time evolution 

124 of the winds wi th good precision with th is instmmenL This paper uses data from fou r years (45 

125 months) to determine the wind climatology. To he lp understand it , we al so investigate the year-

126 to-year and night-to-night variabi lity. The latte r is tI. particular strength of thi s instnlment-the 

127 ab ili ty to determine accurate and precise winds during the night. The climatology apparent in 

128 these monthly averages shows several di stinct periods, each wi th a different wind pattern . In 

129 trad itiona l fashion we call these periods seasons, bu t these "ohserved" seasons diffe r from any of 

130 the definitions in common use. To account for th is cl imatology will requi re an understandi ng of 

13 1 the middle atmosphere, including the generation of several types of waves. their filteri ng, the ir 

132 interactions, ~md Lheir saturation. More immediately, thi s work contributes to the international 

133 MLTCS (Mesosphere. Lower-Thennosphere . Coupling Study) program and the CEDAR LTCS 

134 program, to the UARS (Upper-Atmosphere Research S,llellite) corre lati ve measurements 

135 program, and to the MSX (Mid-Course Space Experiment) mission. In the future, th is 

136 instrumem and Ihis work will be availab le to contribute to the PSMOS (Planetary Scale 
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137 Mesopause Observing System) program and the TIMED (Thermosphere- Ionosphere-Mesosphere 

138 Energet ics and Dynamics) mission. 

139 

140 lnlhe nex t secLion, we describe the FPI and Ihe reduct ion of the data to winds. Tn Section 3, 

141 we descri be the wind$ as well as the inferred background winds and semidiumal variations. In 

142 Section 4, we summarize these wind results and compare them to other wind observations and 

143 GSWM calculations. In Seclion 5, we relate the seasonal variations of both the background 

144 winds and the semidiurnal tides to what we know about gravity waves, including a climatology 

145 of the low-alti tude wind over the mountains in northern Utah. In Section 6, we give OUf 

146 conclusions, a major part of which is a model of the mid-lat itude, middle atmosphere needed to 

147 account for the observed winds and tides. 

148 

149 

150 2. Instrumentation and Data Reduction 

151 

152 The observalions were made from the Bear Lake Observatory (BLO) (4 1.93° N, 111.42° W , 

153 2 km altitude), located near Garden City, UT, which is on the edge of Bear Lake. This location is 

154 relati vely close to Utah State Un iversity (USU) for convenient access-6 1 km by road or 39 km 

155 line-of-sighl-yet rural enough to have a very low background light level. The building is a 

156 converted 12-by-70-foot trailer that has been remodeled and added onto to create and support 

157 eight instrument bays. This addition includes a loading dock, an indoor staircase 10 the roof, a 

J 58 bathroom, a slllall kitchen. and a storage area. BLO currenLly houses the Fabry-Perol 

159 interferometer (FPO used for these observations, a dynasonde, an all-sky Imager, an 
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160 O H temperature mapper. a Michelson interferometer. ~ magnetometer, and .l weather station. AI 

16 1 USU, correlati ve observations can also be obtained wi th a Rayle igh-scalier lidar [Wic:kwllr ef af., 

162 1 997a. 1997b: G£IO el 01 .. 1997; Sears el al. . 19971 and. in the future. with a resonance-scatler 

163 lida r [Wickwar e( aI" 1 996~ Collins et af., 1997]. Other instrumenLS have been located there for 

164 special campaigns [e.g .. Swenson and Mende. 1994; Weins el af., 1995], and other instruments 

165 are welcome for campaigns and long-term correlative observations. The instruments are easi ly 

166 accessed by telephone. 

167 

168 Observations of the 0 1-1 Meine! (6-2) PI (3) line at 843 nm were made with an imaging Fabry-

169 Perot interferometer. Figure J, developed by one of the authors (D.R.) at Hovemere, Ltd. [Rees et ai .. 

170 1989]. II uses 15--cm, moo, thermalJy-controlled plates with 20.49-mm zerodur spacers; a 5-position 

17 I filter wheel for 2-inch filters; an m imaging photon detector (lPO) with a 25-mm, 

172 GaAs photocathode, and a resistive anode; a Peltier cooler; and a constant-temperature, water-glycol 

173 heat exchanger. The elaion chamber is slightly evacuated, the effecti ve f-number of the system is 10, 

174 and the detcctor is thermoelectrically cooled to -300 C. Approx imately one free spectral range of the 

175 FPJ is imaged 0 010 the [PD. The OH filter is centered at 843.2 nm and is I.O-nm wide. There is also a 

176 red-l ine filter, centered a[630.2 nm and O.S-nm wide, for thennospheric observations of 0 (10 ) [e .g., 

177 Wickwar el al .. 1997c]. The usual integmtion time in each position is four minutes, wh ich is enough 

178 to obtain wind and temperature uncertaintjes [this paper; Choi et ai., 1997a, b] that are as small as 

179 those obtai ned with a bare CeD [e.g., Niciejewski alld Killeen, 1995]. 

180 

18 1 Returning to the optical propenies of the FPI, the etaJon has a free spectral range of 7.32 

182 GHz and a resolution of 244 MHz for a nominal finesse of 30. Under the best of conditions. the 
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183 center pos ition is found 10 one percent of that, corresponding 10 a precision of ±2 mls al 843 nln. 

184 There .1m controllers for the etalon temperature, the lPO. the filler wheel. and an RF-excilcd 

185 calibration lamp. Through these and computer control , Lhe FPl is fully automated 10 run unattended 

186 every night fo r months. TIle observing bay in the observatory is temperature controlled 10 21±2c C. 

187 and a high volume of Lhi s WlU111 air is continually circulated into the area under the observing dome. 

188 Light from an RF-excited source is observed during every sequence of azimuth posi ti ons 10 monitor 

189 inst rument stabil ity. Strongly diffused light From a light bu lb is observed every few months to make 

190 fl at-field calibrations. and slrOngly diffused light from a single-mode He-Ne laser is observed every 

19 1 few months at many etalon-chamber pressure settings to detemune the instrument function. This 

192 detailed calibration in fonnation has been used to delennine the OH temperatu res during a two-year 

193 period [Choi el af .. 1997a, 1997bl-

194 

195 The data reduction starts during the data acqu isi tion when the two-dimensional fringe pauem 

196 is integrated to make a one-d imensional spectrum that is linear in wavelength. 11 is more 

197 efficien t to stOre this spectrum instead of the two-di mensional fringe pattern. and was Lhe only 

198 affordable option in 1989 when this instrument was developed. However, this approach requ i.res 

199 a good knowledge of the location of the center of the fringe. (In the long lun it would be 

200 preferable to store the fringe pattern. Technologically. this is now feasible with large, high-speed 

20 1 di sks. d igital lapes , and CD-ROM writers) Off line, the basic reduct ion procedure involves 

202 SUbtracting the (hennionic emission, correcting the signal for variations in sensiti vi ty of the 

203 detectOr over its surface area (flat-field correction), fitting the observed one-dimensional 

204 spectrum with l.l Fourie r series, recreating that spectrum using just the low-frequency terms, and 

205 detennining the location of the emission peale The data reduction also involves finding the zero-
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206 Doppler position by comparing the peak positions from observing in fOllr pairs of opposite 

207 d irections and the zenith over the course of many nights. and relating that mean position to the 

208 position of the emission from a calibrat ion lamp. This then enables the Doppler shifts to be 

209 determjncd, and fro m these shifts the line-of-s ight (LOS) speeds and the vector velocities. This 

2 10 data reduction procedure is discussed morc extensive ly by Vadnais [19931 and Monson [1 997) 

2 11 However, because pairs of observations in opposite di rections are used, as described shortly, to 

2 12 find an ave raged vector velocity, the detenninat ion of the zero-Doppler position is nO{ critical. 

2 13 Th is is easiesllo understand by considering observations to the east and west. As long as the 

2 14 now is spatially lilli/ann over the FPI field of regard. steady during the time between the two 

2 15 observations, and the instrument does 110 1 drift between the two observations, then the 

2 16 wavelength dirrerence between the two spectra is twice the Doppler shift. This possibili ty of 

217 using relative Doppler shjft to find the veclor velocity assures the accuracy of the results. 

218 Furthermore, a comparison of the north and east velocity components from the vector velocity to 

2 19 lhe LOS speeds in the corresponding four cardinal directions provides a reliable indication of 

220 whether or not the zero·Doppler position has been found accurately. 

22 1 

222 Another essentjal part of the data reduction is to determine the presence or absence of clouds 

223 by examining several aspects of the data and other in formation. The procedure is largely based 

224 on the diffe rence in signals observed along LOSs in the zenith direction and at a 30° elevation 

225 angle. Under clear conditions, the van Rhijn effect gives ri se to a much stronger signal from both 

226 the OH airglow and the background continuum at the 30° elevation angle than in the zenith. 

227 Under cloudy conditions, the multiple scattering of the OH airglow and background continuum 

228 in the cloud layer tends to equalize the signals at the two elevation angles. As the clouds become 
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229 thicker. the Doppler shifts from all directions approach zero, and eventually the signals approach 

230 zero. When the mOOn is three-quarters full and there are thin clouds, the behavior is very 

23 1 different . The background can increase so much from scattered mooni ighllhat the data become 

232 ullusab le. Yet there are occasions when it is so clear that good observations can be made the day 

233 before or after a fu ll moon. The cloud detection procedure is discussed in more detail in VlI(bwis 

234 (1 993) and E (ISI . , a/. [1 995]. 

235 

236 Figure 2 illustrates the results of thi s data reduction procedure, showing the various parameters 

237 deduced fo r 14 September 1993 as a function of lIT (0000-1400 lIT corresponds to 17()()"{)700 LT. 

238 where the LT is U.S. Mountain Standard Time. and 1635-0635 LST. local solar lime). The top two 

239 panels show relative intensities. There are eight curves for the observations at a 30° elevaLion angle 

240 and equall y spaced azimuths. and one for the zenith observations. (Because very good LOS speeds 

241 can be obtained in only four minutes it was decided to observe in eight positions instead of the 

242 more usual four to o btain more complete spatial infonnation.) The nex t four panels show the 

243 re.~ulLing four pair.; of oppositely directed LOS speed.;;. If the neutraJ veloci£y over the 300-km diameter 

244 circle (m 87-km altitude) sampled by the FPl were unifonn, then the solid and dashed curves would be 

245 mirror images of each other in each panel. Although not perl'ectly unifonn, this velocity field does show 

246 a strong tendency toward mirror images. Uncertainties are shown for each observation. When the moon 

247 is up and one of the clirections would cause the FPI to look at or close to the moon, that JX>sition is 

248 skipped. This would show up as a gap in some of the intensities and LOS speeds. The last two panels 

249 show the deduced vector velocities in meters per second. They are deri ved from the LOS speeds by 

250 linearl y interpolating them to a common time and filting them in a least-squares sense. For beLler 

25 I di :-:pJays and for convenience in creating the climatology, we interpolate the observations to limes 15-
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252 minutes apart, staning oil ihe hour. However, we need to keep in mind thallhe acquisition lime for a fu ll 

253 set of independent samples is 40 minutes, nOI 15 minutes. 

254 

255 Because eight posiljons are used, it is possible to examine the unifomlity of the wind field. Instead of 

256 fitling all eight LOS speeds in a least-squares sense to derive an average vector, we use sets of three adjacent 

257 LOS speeds to derive the vector wind in different parts of the sky. For instance, observations to the 

258 northwest north, and nonheast can be combined to estimate me vector wind in the north; observations 10 

259 the north, northea<;l, and east c .. m be combined to e.<:umate the vector wind in the northeast. For this 

260 procedure, the zero-Doppler position has to be well determined. An example of this procedure applied to 

26 1 the OH observations on 5 September 1994 is shown in Figure 3. 111i5 figure shows maps of lhe vector 

262 velocities at approximately 4O-minule imelVals. On this day the now panem over Bill is exuemely 

263 unifonn and rotates in a clockwise direction during Ule night with a 1 2 ~hour period. 

264 

265 

266 3. Observations 

267 

268 The 0 1:1 observalions at BLO Stan.ed at the end of August 1989 and have continued to the present. 

269 They have been co nt inuous except for an 1 8~month period (April 1990 to November 1991 ) when a 

270 detector failed and a few short periods when other equipment problems occurred. During most of this 

27 1 period, observations alternated in various patterns between OH and O( 'D). The data discussed in this 

272 paper were acquired in September 1989. and between November 199 1 and June 1995. During this 45~ 

273 month period, good OH observations were obtained in every month, with contributions to the 

274 climatology coming from 358 nights. A monthly summary is given in Table I. TIle quaJily of the data 
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275 throughout the period was very unifonn. with the exception of a period between January and October 

276 1992 when an elcclrOnic drift caused the center of the fringe pattern to dri ft during the night. 

277 Consequently, these 1992 data have been examined espec ially carefully and extensively to detennine 

278 their validity. What we found is that the 1992 vcctor veloci ties we are using in thi s paper are good, but 

279 the individual LOS speeds that depend criticaJ ly on the zero-Doppler position are compromised. As 

280 slmed earljer. speeds deri ved from measurements made in opposite directions do not depend on the zero~ 

28 1 Doppler position, provided the now paucm is uniform in space and conSlaflt in time between the two 

282 observations, and the zero--DoppJer position does not drift significantly in thal same lime interval. This 

283 great simplification ex tends to our determination of vector velocities from viewing in four pairs of 

284 0PlX>site directions However. our detenninarion of the error ban; for the LOS speeds lakes Ihe drift of the 

285 zero-Doppler position into account in a very conservative fashion. This gave rise to very large error bars 

286 on the LOS speeds during this 100month period in 1992, which were propagated tJlroUgh the vector· 

287 velocity caJculations, giving rise to unreaJistically large error bars for the meridional and zonal winds . 

288 Proper values would be closer to those shown for the other time periods. Normally, variations in lhe 

289 elTOr bars mostly reflect variations in the OH emission and background intensities. 

290 The wind climatology, consisting of monlhly·averaged winds at 15-minite inte rvals , IS 

29 1 shown in Figure 4 . Based o n the diurnal variation of the average wind~ the direction of the 

292 wi.nd , and the day-to·day variability. the climatology can be di vided into three distinct periods or 

293 seasons and two short transition periods. TIle seasons are SlInuner, lare swnmer, and winter as indicated 

294 in Table 2 and Figure 4. C'Ne are using italics to distinguish the observation--based seasons from the 

295 usual seasons.) The distinct transition periods are October. and March- Apri l. These seasons do not 

296 confonn to any of our usual astronomical definitions. either those centered on tJle solstices and equinoxes 

297 or those beginning on the solstices and equinoxes. We avoided the word "autumn" in favor of " ulle 
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298 SW1lflle r " because there is no period with a similar behavior that could be called "spring." Thus these 

299 seasons based 0 11 the behavior of the winds at 87 kill exhibit a major fall -spring asymmetry baving no 

300 equivalent of two equinoxes. 

301 

302 3.'1. Late Summer 

303 TIle most drrunatic period for the OH winds is fale summer, which ~ previously noted [Rees el al .. 

304 1m] is dominated by what appears to be a very strong semidiumal variation. This interpretation is 

305 strongly supported by me time variation of the two components being nearly sinusoidal with a 12-hour 

306 period, the two components exhibiting quadmturc with the meridional component leading the zonal by 

307 approximately Lhree hours. and the two components having almost the same amplitude. The behavior of 

308 the twO components leads to a clockwise fOfation of a nearly constant magnitude wind vector thar is clearly 

309 visible in the hodogram in Figure 2 and in lhe vectors in Figure 3. Being deri ved from a long averJge. as 

310 opposed to ,1 two or three-day average, this semidiumal variation represents a semidiumal tide [e.g., Vial, 

3 11 1993]. The amplitudes (in mls) and phases (in LST in hours) for the two In'e slUrurler montilS are given in 

3 12 Table 3. Using September as an example. the pha<es and amplitudes were deduced in tile foUowing manner. 

313 The time of the smallest wind observation is found in two ways and avc!"aeoed. The time of the actual 

3 14 meridional minimum is 0515 Uf. The midtime between identical winds measured at least an hour before and 

3 15 after the minimum is 0445 UT. nUl!. gives an average of05(X) UT. Because the "phase" refers to a maximum, 

316 not. a minimum. we add six homs to the minimum and then subtrnct 7.43 hour.; to convert it to LSf. In this 

317 ca'ie we could velify the semidiumal variation from the wind maxirnwn just before dawn. Its time minus six 

318 hours is 0512, in close agreement to the two times for the minimum. The amplitude was found by assuming 

319 the wind to be a sinusoid and averaging together suitable scaled values (when available) from ±2 hours (::til()O) 
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320 about the symlnell;c point (i.e .. about 0445 lIT in this example), ±3 hours (:t900 ), :!4 hours (±1200), and ±S 

32 1 hours (± 150"). When available., these results were usually Yay consistent with one another. 

322 

323 Combining the results from the two months to obtain a sea'iOnal average, the meridional al11plirudc and 

324 phase are 27 mls and 0336 LST, and thezonru runplitudeand phase are 24 mls and 0612 LST. 

325 

326 in addi tion to the sernidiurnal variation, we see in Figure 4 thai the two components are 

327 asymmetric about the zero line, more so fo r August than September. Assuming a small ·lO· 

328 negligible diu rnal tide, this asymmetry implies a net southward merid ional wind (a flow from 

329 north to south) and an eastward zonal wind (a fl ow from west (0 east). Th is same conclusion of a 

330 semidiurnaJ variation superimposed on a southward meridional wind and eastward zonal wind is 

33 1 also well demonstrated for an individual day in the hodogram in Figure 2. (This effect is not 

332 subtle.) The background wind is found by add ing the semidiumal tidal amplitude to the 

333 minimum wind speed used in the amplitude calcu lat ion. The results are given in Table 3. 

334 

335 Combining the two results for late ."llInmer, the background winds are 4 mls towards the 

336 south and to m/s towards Lhe east. However, as clearly seen in Figure 4, both components are 

337 significantly stronger in August than in September. 

338 

339 The left-hand part of Figure 5 shows the monthly-averaged diurnal wind variations for 

340 September for three separate years. With fewer days included in the averages LIlan in Figure 4, 

34 1 the curves are noisier. However, they clearly show a very simi lar wind pattern from year to year, 

342 as well as an interannual variation. The amplitudes are definitely srronger in 1989 and 1993 than 
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343 III 1992. tn particular, the meridional amplilUdes in 1992 and 1993 are 22 m/s and 36 m/s. 

344 respectively. 

345 

346 Figure 6 shows examples of diurnal variations for six September nights. The days were 

347 chosen to show major departures from the averages. What is remarkable is how similar they are, 

348 with the except ion of 8 September 1993, to one another and to the averages. (We do not find 

349 anything like thi s degree of nightly simi larity in the other seasons.) One difference among the 

350 days is a variation in the semiiliumaJ amplitudes on individual nights. BoLh 4 September 1989 

35 1 and 14 September 1993 exhibit extremely large meridional amplitudes of approx imately 50 mls. 

352 This drops 10 approx imate ly 30 mls on 6 September 1989 and 12 September 1993. However. when 

353 the amplitude of the variation drops even more, as on 8 September 1993, the variation is no 

354 longer as clearl y semidiurnal : the two components have different amplitudes and the phase 

355 quadrature is missing. Another difference from day to day is a large variation in the background 

356 winds. St ill assuming a small -to-negligible diurnal tide, we find a meridional velocity of 20 m/s 

357 toward the south on II September 1989 and 0 m/s on 14 September 1993. While the zonal 

358 velocity is harder to evaluate, it appeaJ1i to be small or westward on 12 September 1993, whereas it 

359 appears to beeaslward on 31 1 the other days. 

360 

36 1 3.2. Summer 

362 The next period with a distinct pattern is summer. Again , the wind variation appears to be 

363 si nusoidal, but because of the shortened observing period-<mly six hours-it is harder to tell 

364 what is happening than in the late summer. However. a basic similarity in appearance to the 

365 wi nd pattern in lare SlUlImer, suggests that there is a strong scmidiumal tidal variation. 
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366 Examining the pattern in more detail , the meridional winds show distinct minima between 0530 

367 and 0700 UT, and the zonal winds show minima near rhe end of the observat ions between 0900 

368 and 1000 UT. The three-hour lime difference for the minima in the meridional and zonal 

369 components is suggestive of phase quadrature for a wind domjnaled by a strong scmid iurnal (jde . 

370 Furthermore. the liming of these minima implies a slow phase progress ion towards earlier limes 

37 1 from the summer period through, as we will see, the October transition period, i.e. , there is a 

372 gradual trend rather than a di scontinuous change. Finally, the changes in the two deduced wind 

373 components are within a factor of two of hav ing the same amplitude. Thus the quadrature, 

374 cont inuous pha .. e shifts, and inferred similar ampli tudes of the twO components strongly suggest 

375 that the average summer behavior has alleast a very strong contribution from a semidiumaltide. 

376 

377 The minima were found as in lale summer. The amplitudes were found using multiple 

378 values between l !f,t hours (45°) and 4!f,t hours (135°) from the lime of the minimum determined 

379 by symmetry. The results for the three summer months are given in Table 3. For the summer, the 

380 mean meridiona l amplitude of 17 mls and zonal amplitude of II mls are approx imately half 

38 J those of lale summer. The mean meridional phase at 0444 LST and mean zonal phase at 0746 

382 LST are more than an hour later than for lale !iWlImer. 

383 

384 Continuing to assume that this semidiumal variation dominates the temporal variation of the 

385 observed winds, we can estimate the magnitudes of the background winds. To do so, we use the 

386 observed minima and the deduced amplitudes of the semidiurnal tide. The results are given in 

387 Table 3. For the summer, the mean meridional wind is 10 mls towards the south and the mean 

388 zonal wind is 12 mls towards the east. These deduced winds are in the same direction as in late 
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389 summer, bUl the magnitude of the meridional compone nt is more than twice as large, while the 

390 zonal component is only slightly larger. 

39 1 

392 The middle part of Figure 5 shows the monthl y-averaged wind variations for June for three 

393 years in a row, 1992- 1994. They show very s imilar wind patterns from year 1'0 year as well as an 

394 interannuaJ variation. June 1993 stands out from the olhers because of a much larger semidiu rnal 

395 variation than in the other two years. It is also associated with a larger background eastward 

396 wind. While June 1992 and 1994 have similar appearances. the background eastward wind is 

397 s tronger in 1994. 

398 

399 Figure 7 shows examples of d iurnal variations for s ix .mmmer night's between the end of 

400 May and earl y Jul y. As for Figure 6 for lare summer. these nights were chosen to show major 

401 departures from the averages . However, un like the situation i.n lale summer, the winds on the 

402 individua l ni ght~ do not look li ke the averages. in fact, very few of the individual nights in the 

403 summer period do . Nonetheless, month-long averages produce very s imilar patterns from month 

404 to month and year to year, as we have already seen. 

405 

406 For the nights in Figure 7, several features stand oul. The meridional wind is usuall y 

407 strongly lO\vards the south and the zonal wind strongly towards the east, as in the averages. 

408 However, 24 June 1992 is a notable exception, appearing like the April average with a strong 

409 zonal wind towards the west. Three of the nights ( 19 June 1993, 8 July 1992, and 10 Jul y 1993) 

410 appear to ha ve higher-frequency componen ts than semidiumal and have different phase 

411 re lationships between the two components. Unlike lale summer, considerable day-to-day 
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4 12 vari ation exists in the summer winds such that we can find six nights that do not look like the 

41 3 averages. Nonetheless. muhiday averages of the summer data give rise to a clear and strong 

4 14 scmidiurnal pattern. 

4 15 

4 16 3.3. Winter 

4 17 

4 18 The third period with a disti nct pattern is winter. In the previous tw O periods, the observed 

4 19 variation appeared to be semid iumal. Despi te the much longer observing period in w illler, it is 

420 much harder to discern a semidiurnal pattern. The ampl itudes of variations in the averaged 

42 1 winds are much smaller. between 5 and 10 mls. If there were a semidiumal or other osci llation. 

422 it would be very small. In November there is a hint of a semidiumal oscillation, but the minima 

423 and maxi ma are not well -formed. In December and January. there appears 1.0 be a small 

424 semidiumal oscillation that is consistent from one month to the nex t. .In February. there is a hint 

425 of oscillations. but they appear to have shorter periods. Possible phase values imply mult i-hour 

426 phase jumps between successive months in the lime interval between October and February. We 

427 will retu rn to th is later. In add il'ion, the right-hand part of Figure 5 shows the month ly-averaged 

428 diurnal wind vari ations for January for three separate years. The meridional wind. in particul <lr. 

429 shows a minimum at a djfferent time each year. Nonetheless, a consistent pa,nern does appear to 

430 emerge wi th the four-year averages for December and January. There are reasonably clear 

43 1 min ima in bOlh components. Amplitudes can be estimated for the zonal wind from its value six 

432 hours earlier. and for the meridional wind from its vari ation with phase angle about the 

433 minimum. The resul ts are given in Table 3. The mean meridional phase is 6.1 LST and the 

434 amplitude 5 m/s. The mean zonal phase is 9.8 LST and the amplitude 8 mls. Confidence in the 
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435 interpretation comes from the similarity in behavior of the twO months. the approximate phase 

436 quadrature, 3Jld the si milar amplitudes of the two components. 

437 

438 At thi s lime it is not possible to deduce parameters fo r a semidiurnal variation in November 

439 and February. Accordingly no phases or amplitudes are given in Table 3. 

440 

44 1 Within the 11 - 12 hour observing window, definite slalements can be made about the 

442 background winds . In all four winter months the meridiona l component is almost always 

443 towards the north and the zonal componenl almost always towards the east. As already noted, 

444 the variations are relatively small. We estimated the background winds for December and 

445 January by adding the semidiumal amplitudes to the meridional and zonal minima. These values 

446 are given in Table 3. We also estimated the background winds for all four months by averaging 

447 the appropriate component throughout the night. The resulrs for November and February are 

448 given in Table 3. If there were a semidiurnal component. we would average it out in the long 

449 observing window. Very encouragingly, the resu lts for December and January differ by less than 

450 1 mls for the two techniques . These are good esti mates provided any diurnal tide is small. The 

451 mean wimer meridional wind is 7 mls towards the north and the mean zonal wind is 6 mfs 

452 towards the east. The meridional component is in the opposite direction to what is observed in 

453 aJl other months of the year. The magnitude is less than is observed in summer, but more than is 

454 observed in late summer. The zonal component is in the same direction as in the Olher two 

455 seasons, but has a smaller magnitude. Thus the wililer period is characterized, at least al night , 

456 by a small meridional wind to the north and a small zonal wind to the east. The absence of a 
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457 semidiurnal tide or the presence of a very small one and the presence of a northward meridional 

458 wind set winter apart from the other sea"ons. 

459 

460 Ret urning to Figure 5, the individual Januarys are similar (0 lhe multiyear averaged January 

46 1 in that the background wind is small and to both lhe north and to the east. However, the diurnal 

462 variation is different from year to year. This in terannual variation in the averages might arise 

463 from our sampling or from underlying differences from year to year. In view of the great 

464 interannual differences seen in mesospheric temperature profiles [Wickwar el aJ. , 19973 and bl. 

465 we infer t.hat these interannual wind differences are probably real. 

466 

467 The diurnal varialion is shown in Figure 8 for six winrer nights between late December and the end 

468 of January. As for Figures 6 and 7, the nights were chosen to show major departures from the averages. 

469 It is apparent that great nighHo-night variability is lhe hallmark of this period. The wind can appear to 

470 be entirely to the east during one night (27 December 1991) or entirely to the west during another 

471 (1 2 January 1992), a 12-hour period during one night (28 December 1991) or an 8-hour period during 

472 another (9 January 1992), and speeds exceeding 50 mls duri ng one night (3 1 January 1994) or below 

473 25 mls during another (19 January 1994). A further indication of the variability is the contnl..'il between 

474 adjacent nights (27 and 28 December 1991). 

475 

476 The. 28 December 1991 night is also imeresling because of the semidiumal variation 

477 mentioned above and the similarity of the magn itudes of the meridionaJ and zonal components to 

478 those seen in Figure 6 for late summer. The phases on thi s night are approximately three hours 

479 later than in tale Slimmer, and one to two hours later Lhan in summer. They are very similar La the 
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480 phases found in the four-year average. This suggests that the semidiumal variat ion is exc ited 

481 almosl equally well in will ler as in late slimmer and can, under the "right" conditions. propagate 

482 to 87-km alLi tude though with a different phase because of differences in the generation <lnd 

483 propagation. However, the great variety of observed patterns in winter suggests that the orig inal 

484 tidal pattern is strongly mOdified, on most days, between where il is generated and 87 km. It 

485 appears lO be so heavi ly modified that considerable averaging is requi red to retrieve il. And, 

486 when found, the ampli lUde is very small. This behavior is in sharp contrast to the summer data 

487 that are also highly variable, but which with averaging appear to retrieve the underlying 

488 semidiurnal variation. Thus. while a similar semidiumal tidal variat ion can be exci ted in winter 

489 ali in summer and late Slimmer, in propagating upward to the upper mesosphere, much happens (0 

490 modify thi s tidal variation, to make it almost unrecognizable and to randomize it so much that the 

49 1 recovered ampli tude is very small. 

492 

493 3.4. Transition Periods 

494 

495 The components of the wind in the October transition period. Figure 4, are clearly different 

496 from those in late slimmer and winter. The variation is also not simply semidiurnal . The lime 

497 between the minimum in the meridional component early in the evening to the maximum later in 

498 the nigh t is more than six hours. Working from the minimum early in the evening and assuming 

499 the variation is mostly semidiumal , we can derive amplitudes and phases as well as the 

500 background winds. However, these are not as well determined as in summer and late summer. 

50 1 The meridional wind is small . but still equatorward; the background zonal wind is very close 10 

502 zero. The values are given in Table 3. October winds are also clearly different from those in 
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503 November. If the November components exhibit a semidiumaJ vari ation, then there is an 

504 .approximate phase shift of fi ve hours in going from October to November. In add ition, the 

505 background meridional wind shifts from southward to weak northward, and the zonal wind 

506 increases from being near 7.ero to be ing approx imately 10 mls eastward. 

507 

508 The March·April transition period is different from the October one. In March there is Jiule 

509 sign of a semidi urnai variation, while one begins to appear in the April data. If il is semidiumal, 

5 10 the phase is approx imate ly one hour carti er than in the summer. Duri.ng tile nighttime observing 

5 11 period, the meridional componcm changes in March from ils northward vaJue in the winter 

5 12 months to southward and stays in that direction through October. The zonal componenl also 

513 makes a mi~or transition. While eastward in both winter and Slimmer, it is westward in both 

5 14 March and Apri l. This is Ihe onl y period during the year when the background zonal wind is 

5 15 westward . In [are summer there is a large westward veloc ity for a few hours, but as described 

5 16 earli er, it is part of a large semidiurnal variation where the background wind is ea'ilward. By 

517 May. the zonal wind again is eastward. The winds and the April semidiurnal tidal values are 

5 18 tabu lated in Tab le 3. 

5 19 

520 

52 1 4. Observational Summary and Wind Comparisons 

522 

523 In examining several years of lhe OH winds observed wiLh a very sensitive FPI at BLO, we found 

524 three very distinct observation-based "seasons" and two transition periods. Table 2. These seasons are 

525 characterized by the estimated background winds, the semidiumal tidal variations, and the day-to-day 
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526 variability of lhe wind paltem. The deduced background winds and semidiumal tides are tabu lated in 

527 Table 3 and shown in Figure 9. and the daily variability is charJclerized in Table 4. In lale summer, 

528 the obselved winds are dominated by a very di stinct semidiumal pattern that is seen almost every day 

529 and hence in month-long averages and multiyear monthly averages. Because of its appearance in the 

530 month-long diurnal averages. this semidiumal pattern is undoubtedly tidal in origin. Largely ma'iked 

531 by this semidiumal variation and subject to various assumptions discussed earlier, there appears LO be 

532 a weak meridional background wind from north to south and a stronger zonal wind from weslla east. 

533 In Slimmer , unlike late Slimmer , the observed day-to-day winds differ greatly. but an underlying 

534 semidiurnal tidal pattern again appears in month-long and multiyear monthly averages. Again, we 

535 deduce the background winds: there is a meridional wind from north to south and a zonal wind from 

536 west to east. Both components are larger than in late slimmer. In winter, the situation is very 

537 di fferent. II is as if the observed pattern from day to day were almost random. In December and 

538 January we find a very weak semidiumal pattern, but not in the other two months. We deduce the 

539 background winds for aU four months: the meridional wi nd is reversed from the other seasons. 

540 flowing from south to north. but the zonal wind is still from west to east. 

54 1 

542 in the top pane l of Figure 9, we c learly see an annual cycle in the background meridional 

543 wind and a semiannua l cycle in the background zonal wind. However, the meridional wind is 

544 towards the south for twice as many months as it is towards the north. T he minima in the zonal 

545 wind toward the east occur a month after each equinox, i.e., in April and October. 

546 

547 rn the middle panel of Figure 9, we a lso see what appears 10 be a gradual 500 percent 

548 increase in the amplitude of the semidiumaltide from winter to late summer, followed by a rapid 
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549 decrease. We say "appears" because we do not have amplitudes for November, February. ilnd 

550 March. Except fo r Slimmer , the meridional and zonal ampli tudes are nearly the same, differing 

551 by less than 5 m/s. In SUIT/mer the difference is between 5 and 10 mls. In summer and tale 

552 slimmer the meridional amplitude is larger. while in December and January the zonal ampl.i{'ude 

553 is buger. 

554 

555 In the bOllom panel of Figure 9, we have essentiall y plotted the phase of the semidiumal 

556 variation. Instead of di splaying the maxima as a function of local solar lime, we have displayed 

557 the observed minima, and a few extensions in winter, as a function of UT. This is easier to 

558 compare to Figures 4 through 8. (The local solar time of the semidiurnal vari ation is reLrieved by 

559 subtracting 1.4 hours.) The values from Table 3 are plotted using solid black c ircles. In addition 

560 to these values. a few more are detennined from lhe winds in Figure 4 by examining the minima 

561 and maxima and imposing a 12-hour period. Four such points for November and one for 

562 December are plotted as open ci rcles. (One additional point ror December and two for January 

563 do not fit on the plot.) The question that ari ses in examining these points is how to connect them 

564 du ring the winter. In going rrom September to November. the phase appears to move gradually 

565 earli er. An alternative interpretation. which is followed by most groups, is to show lhe phase 

566 shifting dramatically later. A corresponding phase shift question then arises for the spring. 

567 Rapid phase shifts during October and November and during February and March may accou nt 

568 for the difficu lty we have in finding a semidiumal vari ation in these months. This will need 

569 special study at a later date. 

570 
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57 1 The ini tial sct of BLO wind data from thi s FPI fo r lale Slmmler, shown previously in Rees el 

572 al. l 1990j, agrees with the resuhs presented here. They emphasized the large amplitude of lhe 

573 semidi umal variation, often reaching ±SO mls about the mean, in late summer and the day~lo-day 

574 consistency. In contrast to th is agreement , the in itial set of summer results presented in East el 

575 01. [ 1995 1 does no t agree wilh the resul ts shown here, i.c .. their averages do not show lhe distinct 

576 semidiumal pattern . This difference arises, most likely, because the slimmer dala are highly 

577 variable and more days were included in the present work than previously. We could do so 

578 because we used a more sophisticated cloud detection scheme. For instance. we d id nOl reject 

579 nighttime data because clouds were visible du ring the preced ing daytime. (Daytime clouds very 

580 often dissi pate after sunset.) We also had avai lable more years of summer data. In th is sense, the 

58 1 Easl el 01. [1 995] work serves to emphasize the great daY-lo-day vari ability in the summer data 

582 and the need for extensive observat.ions. 

583 

584 While we have given estimates of the semidiumal tide and of the background winds, it is 

585 very diffi cult 1.0 do so with observations lhat vary in length from 6 to II hours. Funhemlore, it is 

586 beyond the scope of thi s paper to perfo rm and present a spectral analysis of the type di scussed by 

587 Crary and Forbes [1 983} and used on averaged O2 intensity and temperature data from BLO by 

588 Wiens el al. [1 995]. or of the type based on simultaneous fi ts to al l the good days in a month, as 

589 was used by Niciejewski and Killeen [1 996] on OH and O(IS) wind data from Peach Mountai n 

590 Observatory (PMO). lnstead of perfonning one of these spectral analyses, we present argu ments 

59 1 in Section 3 about ( I) an apparent 12-hour peri od (or 6-hour half period) in the wind variati ons, 

592 (2) the meridional component leading the zonal component by three hours (phase quadrature fo r 

593 a 12-hour wave), and (3) similar amplitudes for meridional and zonal components. Take n 
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594 together. these arguments suggest the dominance of a semidi umal tide between Apri l and 

595 October and the ex istence of such a tide in December and January. This dominance is supported 

596 by the results frol11 Niciejewski llnd Killeen [19961 in which Ihey could not improve on the 

597 harmonic FillO the winds by including a diurnal varii.uion or variat ions of higher frequency than 

598 semidiurnal. In partial contrast, MF and meteor wind radar results show the existence of diurnal 

599 in add ition (0 sernid iumal vari ations [e.g., Manson el at., 1989; Franke ami Thorsell , 1993J. 

600 However, the diurnal component is almost always much smaller. Hence our assumption that the 

601 amplitude of a diurnal tide is small compared to the background winds-an assumption needed 

602 to fi nd the background wind- is reasonable. This is much the same approach as taken by 

603 Fleming el al. [ 1996] with HRDI data from UARS to find the background winds from daytime 

604 data in th is altitude region. 

605 

606 lL is instructi ve to compare our background winds to those from other sources. The zonal 

607 wind is available at 87 km and 50° N from HRDI [Fleming el al .• 1996], as just mentioned. Il is 

608 de ri ved from daytime data by assuming no diurnal tide. They show eastward winds all year long 

609 with the exception of a near·zero speed in March and a small westward speed in April. These 

6 10 results, including the April reversal, are qualitative ly similar to ours. However, they differ 

6 11 quantitatively, particularly in willler. In December HRDI shows an eastward wind of up to 

6 12 30 mIs, whereas we show an eastward wind of 5 mls. Three possibilities exist: the difference 

61 3 may arise, in part, because of an 8° latitude difference between BLO and the latitude fo r which 

614 the HRDI data were presented; the difference may indicate the ex istence of a large diurnal tide 

6 15 with its maximum near noon ~ or the difference may be real (e.g., the HRDI results represent a 

6 16 longi tudinal mean. whereas ours are local). Presumably. the HRDJ data could be displayed for 
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6 17 42" N to examine the lati tudinal dependence. Information about the di urnallide is avai lable from 

6 18 radar observations. However. the radar resul ts are not conclusive. The results from Durham 

6 19 (Malison et al .. 1989J show December ampli tudes between 5 and 15 mls with a phase between 

620 0800 and 1000 LT. However, Lhe radars at Garchy. Monpazier, Saskatoon [Manson et ai., 1989'1 . 

62 1 and Urbana LFrcmke and Thorsen. 1993] show smaller amplitudes of approximately 5 mls and a 

622 phase max imum i.n the late afternoon or evening. Thus. at the moment we cannot reconcile the 

623 magnitudes of our zonal winds from BLO with the mid-winter HRDI data from UARS. 

624 

625 A simi lar difference exists between OUf zonal winds and HRDI 's in October. We fi nd a 

626 background zonal wind thal is essent ially zero, whereas the HRDI wind is greater than 20 mls 

627 towards the east. The same set of three possibilities exists for reconci ling the two observations, 

628 as given above. However, the diumaJ tide seems more likely as an explanation in thi s case. The 

629 radars show a di urnal component with a max imum amplitude between 5 and 10 mls occurri ng in 

630 the earl y afternoon [Mallsml et al., 1989; Franke and Thorsen , 1993]. This would have the effect 

63 1 of increasing lhe eastward wind during the daytime and suppressing it during the nighllime. In 

632 addition, the difference between the HRDl and FPI winds are in the same direction as found in 

633 olher comparisons [Burrage el a/., 1996). 

634 

635 Anolher data set with which to compare is from a 15·month campaign at Peach Mountain 

636 Observatory [Niciejewski and Killeen, 1996], also at mid· lati lUdes , that included OH wind 

637 observations. They performed a spectral analysis, as mentioned above, and found that the best 

638 le.lst squares fi t was obtained with j ust the background wind and the semidiumaJ variation. Thus 

639 the ir work support's our ignoring a diurnal tide. or e lse their spectral analys is was nol sensiti ve to 
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640 it. They found a similar behavior 10 ours fo r the background wind: they found the winds weakly 

641 towards the soulh between mid March and mid October, weakly towards the north the rest of the 

642 lime. towards the e~\s t all year long wi lh the strongest eastward winds in July and August. They 

643 did 11 0 1 observe the westward direcfed wi nd thai we did in March and that we and HRDI did in 

644 April , and they did not observe the strong zonal winds we did in June. They, too. found the 

645 largest-amplitude, semid iurnal variations in August and September. Their phases agreed wilh 

646 ours to bettcr than J.5 hours. Unlike our results. Lhey fou nd a second period of large-amplitude, 

647 semidiumal vari ations in March and April. Also, unlike our results, Ihey found approximately 

648 the same ampl itudes in winter as in summer. These are significant differences between the two 

649 sites. 

650 

65 1 Historically. the wind climatOlogy in the upper mesosphere has been detennined wi th meteor 

652 wind, medium-to~iow frequency, and MST radars. Cli matoiogies from several mid-latitude siles 

653 (43-52° Nand S) have been reported by Manson et ai. [1989] and the climatology from an 

654 MF radar near Urbana has been reported by Franke alld Thorsell [1 993]. To first order, these 

655 cJimatologies are similar to ours, but significant differences occur. For instance, compared to our 

656 FPI data, the radar data in Late summer show a much smaller semidiumal variation and in winter 

657 show a much larger semidjumal variat ion. The winter amplitudes at Saskatoon, Garchy, and 

658 Monpazier are larger than the summer ones [MansO'1 el of.. 1989], whereas at Durham and 

659 Christchu rch [Mansoll ef 01.. 1989] and at Urbana [Franke and Thorsen, 19931 they are equal to 

660 the summer ones. Compared to our FPI data, the radar data from Saskatoon and Durham 

66 1 [Mansor! el al. , 1989J and from Urbana [Franke and 71lOrsen. 1993] show very good phase 

662 agreement between April and September. i.e .. mostly within an hour. In December and January. 
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663 the Durham and Urbana phases agree with ours within 1.5 hours. In October. November, 

664 February, and March when we had trouble determining a semidiumal amplitude and phase, these 

665 radar sites show considerable scatter in their phases. A detailed comparison of the BLO and 

666 radar winds from the vicinity of 87 kIn wou ld be very useful , but is beyond the scope of this 

667 paper. Nonetheless, lhe basic agreement of these cli mato logies is imponant. Because the Fabry-

668 Perot technique is (Olalty independent of the radar technique, the basic agreement provides a 

669 st rong confim13tion of the large body of radar wind data. The basic agreement aJ se supports the 

670 assumption that the OH observations do provide a good measure of what is happening in the 

67 1 immediate vicini ty of 87 km. 

672 

673 In addition to these observations, much theoretical work has been carried out covering the 

674 diurnal and semidiumal tides. The latest efforts are incorporated into the global-scale wave 

675 model (GSWM) [Hagan ef aI., 1995] . The GSWM results for 42°N and 86 km are given in 

676 Table 5 for the four months fo r which they are available. The speeds are positive to the 

677 geographic east and north. The phases are given in LST, in hours, for the maximum posi ti ve 

678 speed. The semidiumal variations can be compared to the semidiumal climatology deduced from 

679 our observations. given in Table 3. 

680 

681 The GSWM semidi umal results show good phase quadrature with the meridional component 

682 leading the zonal and essen tially equal amplitude components, more so than in our observations. 

683 In January , the model shows a large amplitude semidiumal tide, whereas we show a weaker one. 

684 In April. July. and October the model ampli tudes are smaller than what we deduce from the 

685 observations by factors of three, six, and two. respecti vely. In Jul y. the observed and modeled 
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686 phases are within hal f an hour of each other, wh ich represents excellent agreement In Apri llhey 

687 are within approximately two houfs of each other. with the observed phase leading the model 

688 phase. In January, the observed phase leads the model one by approximately three hours. By 

689 OClOber, the observed and modeled phases differ by fouf hours with the model pha<;c leading the 

690 observed phase. While the observed pha<;e moves three hours earlier from July 10 October, the 

691 modeled phase moves seven houfs earl ie r or five hours later. This is a major phase difference. 

692 Unfortunately, model estimates are not avail able for late summer when our observed semidiumal 

693 variation is largest. 

694 

695 Thus we have major differences between lhe modeled semidjumal variations and our 

696 delcnninalions from the observations. The relative amplitudes differ considerably. During 

697 January lhe observed amplitude is approximately 60 percent of the model value. whereas during 

698 the rest of the year the observed ampli tudes are two to six times larger than the model values. 

699 The relative phases also differ considerably. The observed and model phases agree very well in 

700 Jul y. but differ by approximately two hours in Apri l and three in January, and by four bours in 

70 1 the opposi te direction in October. The semidiurnal variations so dominate the FPI observations 

702 during most of the year and the differences between observed and model amplitudes and phases 

703 are so large that even a full spectral analysis of lhe observations would be unlikely to change 

704 these differences. 

705 

706 The diurnal tidal vari ations are included in Table 5 ao; a reminder lhat we are ignoring this 

707 lenn in deriv ing the background wind and sernidiumal tide. However. in view of the differences 
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708 between observed and model semidiumal variations, it is premature to use these model results to 

709 try to improve the derived values. 

7 10 

7 11 

7 J 2 5. Discussion 

7 13 The wind cl imatology that we observe at 87 km is. as discussed in the introduction. the 

7 14 consequence of many radiative, chemical , rmd dynamical processes that occur throughout the 

715 middle atmosphere. Beyond lhe local absorpt ion of solar energy, these include the exci tation of 

716 gravity waves, tides, and planetary waves lower in the atmosphere: the filtering, interaction, 

7 17 transmiss ion, and breaking of these waves in the passage to the upper mesosphere; and the 

7 18 deposition of momentum and production of turbulence in the region above where breaking or 

7 19 saturation begins. Because our cl imatology and its variability are the combined result of all these 

720 processes, they reflect the import'ant processes happening at lower altitudes. To account for our 

72 1 observed cl imato logy, we examine the effects of many of these processes in the rest of thi s 

722 section. In so doing we refer to model calculations [e.g., Holton. 1983; Geller, 1983; Garcia alld 

723 Solomon, 1985] and other observations. The resul ts of these discussions are summarized in Table 

724 6 in the nex t sect ion 

725 

726 5.1. Winds at 87 km 

727 In our climatology, Figure 4 and Tab le 3, the zonal wind is toward the east almost aJl year 

728 long, indicating that the 87·km altitude of the 0 1--1 emission is above the mesospheric jets {e.g., as 

729 shown in Fleming et al., 1996, for HRDI and two model atmospheres]. Surprisingly. the speed is 

730 greater during most of the summer and late summer than during the wiflter. Compared to 
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73 1 radia' i ve~equilibrillm solut ions for the wi nds, the deduced eastward speed is great ly reduced in 

732 willler, whi le in summer and late .wmmer the wind direction is reversed from westward and the 

733 air accelerated to a greater east.ward speed than in winler. The significant exception to the 

734 eastward zOlwl wind is in March and April when the wind is westward. This ti ming appears to 

735 coincide wi th the development of the westward jet centered at approximately 65 krn , i.e., the 

736 mcsospheric jet. Otherwise, in March and OClober---essentially at the equinoxes-the observed 

737 b<lckground zonal wind appears 10 be nearly zero. Whi le the near-zero velocity in March appears 

738 to coincide with the reversal of the mesospheric jet from eastward to westward at lower alt.iludes, 

739 the near zero velocity in October is approx imately a month after the reversal back to eastward . 

740 

74 1 The meridional wind is toward the north in winter and toward the south in summer and late 

742 Slimmer, with (he speed being greater in summer (10 m/s) than in winter (7 mls). The meridional 

743 wind appears to change direction very close to spring equinox and a month after fall equinox. 

744 This basic summer-Io-wimer flow is what is expected from dynamica l-radiative models to 

745 accoun t for the cold summer mesopause and the wann winter mesopause [e.g., HoltOrf, 1983; 

746 Carcia and Solomon, 1985]. The zonal wind reversal in summer is also consistent with the 

747 stronger meridional now in swnmer than in willfer. 

748 

749 Quali tatively, the observed behavior is consistent with predictions based on the Lindze" 

750 [198 1} graVity wave parameterization of wave drag and eddy diffusion. which give ri se to the 

751 mesosphericjets centered near 65 km and their closing at higher alt itudes [e.g., Holto", 1983; 

752 Garcia and Solomo" , 1985]. That the jets are closed at 87 km indicates that the gravity wave 

753 effects there are greater than at lower altitudes. Furthermore, the reversal of the zonal wind in 
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754 :-;ummcr compared to "just" the slowing down of the wi nd in winter indicates a seasonal 

755 dependence of the grav ity w"ve populations. In summer, the grav it y waves have to have an 

756 eastward phase velocity to reverse the winds. This is consistent with critical layer interactions 

757 whereby gravi ty waves w ith a small eastward phase velocity would be fi lleTed QU I by the 

758 eastward jet strea.m, or tropospheric jet, those wi th a westward phase veloc ity would be fillered 

759 out by [he westward mesospheric jel, and those with a near zero phase veloci ty would be filtered 

760 out near 20 km in the stratosphere where the wind profile passes through zero between the 

76 1 tropospheric and mesospheric jets. The only zonally propagating gravity waves not to be filtered 

762 out by the background wi nds would be those with an eastward phase velocity larger than the 

763 ea'iLward jet stream. They would continue upwards and break (or reach saturation) over a range 

764 of altitudes in the mesosphere and lower rhemlOsphere giv ing up both momcnlum and energy. 

765 

766 If the generation of gravity waves were isotropic and their filtering were seasonall y 

767 symmetric, then in winter we would expect to see westward zonal winds at 87 km. However, 

768 wi th the exception of March and April , we observe only eastward winds in the climatology. This 

769 implies there is no significant population of grav ity waves with a westward phase velocity that 

770 reaches the vicinity of 87 krn . However, with both the tropospheric and mesospheric jets 

77 J directed eastward, gravity waves with a westward phase velocity, if they were generated. would 

772 not be filtered out. This suggests that such gravity waves are not generated nearly as readily as 

773 those wi th an eastward phase velocity in summer. However, we also know fro m temperature 

774 observat ions that the situation in the stratosphere and mesosphere is much more complicated in 

775 WitHer than in summer as a result of planetary waves, stratospheric warmings, and mesospheric 

776 inversion layers [e.g., Hauchecome (md Chanin, 1983: Hauchecorne er al .• 1987; WicJ.:war el at .• 
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777 1 997a]. Unfo rlun :lte ly, there are 110 ex tensive. wind observations in th is alti tude region. Untjj 

778 they can be made. we have 10 aSsume that various possibil iti es may ex is l for critic.II -layer 

779 interactions wi th dynamical features besides the background winds or that they may exist for 

780 wave-wave interactions. Thus because gravity waves with a westward phase veloc it y are either 

78 1 nOI generated or are filtered o ut, they do not have as large an impact on the circulation at 87 km 

782 in wi nter as grav ity waves with an eastward phase ve locity have in summer. 

783 

784 The diffe rence between gravity waves with an eastward phase ve locity reaching 87 km in 

785 summer, but not those with a westward phase veloc ity in win ter, is supported by the OH gravity 

786 wave climatology observed at PMO [Wu and Killeen, 1996] with a CCD all -sky camera . They 

787 could detect gravi ty waves producing a 7.5 percent modulation of the OH emiss ion. They 

788 observed monochromatic gravity waves on 68 percent of the nights in summer, 6 percent in late 

789 stlmmer, 9 percent in the spring transition period, and far less than I percent in the winter and the 

790 October trans ition period. These waves had a zonal component of phase velocity toward the east 

79 1 on at least 70 percent of the observations. The idea of eastward propagating gravity waves 

792 passing through 87 km and breaking at higher altitudes in slimmer is al so supported by the HRDI 

793 observations of the peak of a strong eastward jet cente red near 97 km [Fleming et aL. . 1996]. 

794 Allhough the wind does turn towards the west at higher altitudes in willter, there is no 

795 correspond ing strong westward jet. This does suggest that a weak flu x of westward propagating 

796 grav ity waves reaches 87 km and above. However, the lower speed indicates a much weaker flu x 

797 than for the eastward propagating gravi ty waves. 

798 
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799 While few gravity waves with a westward phase velocity may reach 87 km in wimer, the 

800 observed eastward winds are nonetheless very small. implying that gravity waves with a phase 

801 veloc ity less !.han that of the eastward zonal wind are giving up momentum and energy at th at 

802 ahi tude to decelerate {he wind. A li kely population of gravity waves is the onc with essentiall y 

803 zero phase veloc ity, whose excitation is atlri buted to winds al essentially mountain-lOp level. 

804 Such winds exist. While the flow is highly variable because of changing meteorological 

805 condi tions. it does have an annum cycle Lhat shows up in a climatology, wh.ich can be delennined 

806 from radiosonde data acqu ired daily over Lhe western states. In Figure 10 we show the annual 

807 variation of the geostrophic wind speed at 700 mbar (approx. imately 3 km), interpolated to the 

808 region over BLO. detennined from 30 years of data [Westbrook, 1980]. There is a strong an nual 

809 vari ation with the maximum speeds. hence gravity-wave forcing, in willter and the minimum 

8 10 speeds in summer and late slimmer. 

8 11 

8 12 At least with respect to the background winds, wh.ich are all eastward in willter, grav ity 

8 13 waves with a zero-phase veloc ity would nO( experience a critical layer interaction in propagating 

8 14 up to 87 km. However. because of the reduced phase veloc ity they wiU break at lower altitudes 

8 15 than grav ity waves with strong westward o r eastward phase velocities [e.g., Hollon 1983; Garcia 

816 and Solomoll, 1985]. This would great ly reduce the likelihood of a monochromatic gravi ty wave 

8 17 reaching 87 km in winter, which is consistent with the PMO observations of no gravity waves in 

8 18 winter at their 7.5 percent modulation threshold. It is consistent with the HRDI observations that 

8 19 there is no strong westward jet in wi nter between 95 and 105 km in contrast to the strong 

820 eastward jet in summer. Such a jet would require westward propagating gravity waves, some of 

82 1 which would break above 87 km. 
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822 

823 Direct observations of gravit y wave energy and deduced values of the divergence of the 

824 horizontal lllomelHum nux SlIPpor( bOlh winter and summer maxima of gravity wave activity in 

825 the upper mesosphere. Potential energy densities calculated from lidar observalions at HaUle 

826 Provence (44° N) and Aberyslwyth (52Q N) show a systematic change with altitude from a winter 

827 maximum in the stratosphere to both winter and summer maxima in the middle mesosphere 

828 [Wilsarl el aI., J991 ~ Mitchell er a/ .• 1991]. The wind variance observed with the MF radar al 

829 Adelaide (35° S) al 86 km [Vincent and Fritts , 1987] showed this. Kinetic energy densi ties 

830 deduced from MU radar observat ions (350 N) show a larger summer maximum Lhan winter 

83 1 maximum [Tsuda el 01., 1990) . Flux divergences from radar observations at Adelaide and 

832 Shigaraki (the MU radar) also show maxima in the upper mesosphere at the two solstices [Reid 

833 and Viru:e1l1, 1987; Tsud(l el (Ii., 1990]. 

834 

835 A final point about the background winds in wimer is their great variability, which was 

836 shown in Figure 8. Very often, this background wind is relatively constant for a whole night. 

837 This constancy suggests thai il is nOl tidal in origin: it is perhaps related to planetary waves , 

838 which have much larger periods and are slowly moving in longitude. This background wind can 

839 also be very large. The HRDl results shown in Figure I of Smith [1 996] of a planetary-scale 

840 wind Sl.ruc[Ure have lhe proper characteristic to explain our observations. 

84 1 

842 5.2. Semidjurnal Tides at 87 km 

843 
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844 Returning to thccJimatology. Figure 4 and Table 3, the most dramatic aspect of the OH wind 

845 observations at BLO is the very strong semidiurnal variation in lale summer. ThiS is clearly a 

846 manifeslation of the semidiumal tide thai is excited in lhe troposphere and stratosphere by the 

847 abso rption of solar radiat ion in H20 and 0 3• respectively. The semidiumal variation appears on 

848 m OSt nights and is characterized by an ampli tude of approximately 30--50 mls for both 

849 components, with the meridional component leading the zonal component by approximately 

850 3 hours. However, there is a haJf hour to an hour of phase jitter from night to night. On the 

85 1 remaining nights, the pauem changes considerably, as opposed 10 hav ing a semidiurnal variation 

852 with a much smaller amplitude. This impl ies that someth ing major happens to the semidiurnal 

853 oscillation as the tide propagates upwards on those nights. A consequence of the phase jitter and 

854 the other te mporal patterns is that the ampli tude of the semid iurnal variation in the cl imatology is 

855 reduced to approx imate ly 2S mls. Adding six hours to the observed cli matological velocity 

856 minima to lhe nOrlh and east, the local solar limes of the meridional and zonal phases are 

857 approximately 0336 and 06 12. 

858 

859 In summer, unlike late summer, the semidiurna l variation does not stand out on most of the 

860 observed nights. However, it does appear on a few nights. Whe n it appears, it has approxi mately 

86 1 the same amplitude as in Lale summer. On the other nights, the temporal pattern is very d ifferem. 

862 This implies, again , that there are significant night-to-night changes to the propagation conditions 

863 fo r the semidiurnal tide. Nonetheless, when enough nights are averaged, the semi diurnal pattern 

864 appears. The amplitude of the semid iurnal variation of the meridional component is 

865 approximately 60 percent greater than the zona1 compone nts in the cl imatology, but roughly half 

866 to 75 percent of what they are in late summer. The phase maxima occur approximate ly an hour 
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867 later lhan in lare ,\'u/lllller, with the meridional component again leading the zonal component by 

868 approximately 3 hours. 

869 

870 In lVilller, the situatio n is more extreme. As in summer, the semidiurna l variation does not 

87 1 siand out in the observations of indi vidual nights. Yet, a semidiurnal variation w ith the usual 

872 large amplitude does appear on a few nights. However. unlike summer, it takes considerable 

873 averaging to obtain a weak semidiurnal variation in part of the winter climatology. For some 

874 months and years, a possible semidiurnal variation emerges with an amplitude of approximately 

875 5 m/s. BlIt, the phase quadrature apparent in the other seasons is miss ing and the phase can 

876 appear to change by many hours from one year 10 the nexl. This most likely renecls considerable 

877 month-lo-month and year-lo-year variabi lity. A consequence of this is that it took four years of 

878 data to detennine a semidiumal pattern in hruf of me winter months. The upward transmiss ion of 

879 the semidiurnal variations is more great ly affected in winter than in the other seasons and, 

880 whatever the mechanism, it appears to occur randomly in time. 

88 1 

882 Because of the aimosl nightly occurrence of a strong semidiumaJ variation in what we have 

883 called late summer, which is close to raj.! equinox, it. is natural to look for a similar variation near 

884 spring equinox . But as is apparent in Figure 4 and Table 3, the two equinox periods are very 

885 different . There is a major faJ l-spring asymmetry, 

886 

887 Thus the observations show considerable variation in the semidiurnal tide from season to 

888 season. Wh ile details of the tidal excitation shou ld vary during the year (e,g., the amounts of 

889 H20 and 0 ;\. and the number of hours of sunlight), to first order the tidal excitation should be 
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890 very similar evel), day_ For instance, the amplitude of the tidal excitation in going from summer 

891 to Ime summer should nOl i ncrea~e by a fac lor of almost two. This assumption of the daY-Ie -day 

892 similari ty is bome oul, as we have already indicated, in the semidi umal variation observed on 

893 indiv idua l nights, i.e .. in summer and wiT/ter the nights with a semidiumal vari ati on have 

894 amplitudes similar to the days in late summer. This suggests that the great variety in temporal 

895 patterns seen at 87 km from night to night . and hence the major seasonal variation of the tida l 

896 ampli tude in the climatology. has to ari se from variations in the transmission of the tide through 

897 the atmosphere above the altitude of generation. 

898 

899 In late slimmer the tidal oscillations on most days are able to propagate with liule 

900 interference o r interaction, growing exponentially up to at least 87 km. However, an indication 

90 1 of interference du ring the transmission and growth does appear in that they suffer small phase 

902 shifts fTom night to night and the te mporal pattern is very different on a few nights. Suffic ient 

903 interference occurs that lhe semidiumal amplitude in the c Umatology is approximate ly 60 percent 

904 of what it is on some individual nights. Because late summer is centered on the reversal of the 

905 mesospheric jet-approximately I September [Fleming ef al., 1996]-a possible explanation is 

906 an interaction between the ti dal osci ll ation and the mean wind. However. this explanation is 

907 negated by the absence of a strong semidiurnal variation at 87 kIn in March and April at the time 

908 of the other reversal of the mesospheric jet. Thus the transmission e ffects on the semidiumal tide 

909 do not appear to be simply the consequence of interactions between the semidiumal tide and the 

910 background wind. 

9 11 
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912 Another poss ible source of interference to Ihe transmission of the semidiumal lide through 

9 13 the middle ,ltnlosphere is gravity waves [e.g., Frius and Vincenl. 1987: Wang and Fritts. 199 1; 

9 14 Miyahara alld Forbes, 19921 . As already mentioned, several groups have found maxi ma in 

9 15 grav ity wave acti vi ty in summer and winter. In the stratosphere and lower mesosphere, a single 

9 16 maximum in gravity wave potential energy, based on ei ther density or temperature fluctuations, 

9 17 is seen in winter Lc.g., Wilsoll er al.. J 991 ; Mitchell el aJ. , 1991; Marsh el al., 199 1; Murayama el 

9 18 01.. J 994b; Whireway (lml u lrswell, 1995), whereas higher in the mesosphere a summer 

9 19 max imum also occurs (Wilsoll er al., 199 1; Mitchell el ai. , 199 1), and near the summer 

920 mesopause the gravity-wave kineti c energy shows a main summer maximum and a smaller 

921 winter maximum tn"uda eI al., 1990, 1994]. This change with altitude from an annual to a 

922 semiannual pattern is consistent with the previously di scussed critical-layer filtering that gives 

923 rise to the preferential transmission of grav ity waves with a near-zero phase ve locity in winter, 

924 and gravi ty waves with an eastward phase veloc ity in summer. As deduced from Iidar-derived 

925 altitude profi les of potential energy [Wilson eI al., 199 1; Mitchell e f al., 199 1; Whitewayand 

926 Carswell, 1995], wi nter gravi ty waves break starting in the upper stratosphere, and summer 

927 gravity waves break starting near the stratopause. That the gravity waves break al a lower 

928 altitude in winter than in summer leads to a greater altitude range in win ter for interaction with 

929 tidal oscillations. In additi on, the lidar studies cited above and Thomas and McDo'lald [1 997] 

930 find that the gravity-wave potenti al energy in the s lralosphere in winter is up to an o rder of 

93 1 magn itude greate r than in summer. Thus the summer-winter differences in the appearance of the 

932 semidiurnal tide at 87 km appear to be consisten t with the interaction o f the tide with gravity 

933 waves. However, the one caveat is that the winter stratosphere and mesosphere have many 
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934 complex varialions because of planelary waves, stratospheric warrn ings. and inversion layers thal 

935 migh t give risc to addi tional interaction!' wi th tbe tidal varialions. 

936 

937 But what about the much stronger semidiurnal tide seen at 87 km in late summer lhan in 

938 summer and winter, and the fall -spring asymmetry? Murayama et al. {I 994aj , using the 

939 MU radar, found a strong correlation between the speed of the j et stream near 13 km and 

940 grav ity wave activi ty in the lower stratosphere. Both showed a maximum in wimer and a 

941 minimum in August , with a large fall -spring asymmetry. To explain fall -spring asymmetries in 

942 other parameters in the upper mesosphere, 'I t higher latitudes. Luo et al. [1 995] had to reduce 

943 the gravity-wave source in the August-September time frame to introduce a rapid cessation of 

944 gravi ty wave forci ng in their model calculations. As shown by the winds speeds just above the 

945 mountains in northern Utah, Figu re 10. there will also be a summer minimum in the 

946 topographic fo rcing of gravity waves, with the fo rcing in late summer remaining very low. 

947 These three indepe ndenl "observations" taken together strongly support a minimum in grav ity 

948 wave activ ity in late summer. Such a minimum in late summer gravity·wave acti vity 

949 combined with our observed large semidiurnal tides at 87 km is consistent with , and therefore 

950 supports. the idea that gravi ty waves do interact with the semidiurnal tide to affect its upwards 

95 1 propagation. Because both the topographical source of zero-phase speed and the jet-stream 

952 source of, at least, eastward·phase speed gravity waves are minimized, the gravity wave 

953 acti vity 111 the mesosphere will remain low compared to winter and summer whatever the 

954 di rection of the mesospheric jet. 

955 
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956 

957 6. Conclusions 

958 

959 As demonstrated by the observations shown In th is paper, the imaging Fabry·Perol 

960 interferometer that we are using at BLO is a very sensitive instrument for the study of the 

96 1 OH winds. We have examined four years of observations to develop a cl imatology of the mid-

962 lati tude winds near 87 km, Figure 4 . In addition to providing excellent data fo r findi ng monthly 

963 cli maLO logies. the great sensitiv ity of the FPI enables it to provide excellent wind observat ions 

964 wi th good time resolut ion du ri ng individual nights. We have used these ex tensive wind 

965 observations and the variabi lity of these winds to identify th ree very disti nct seasons and two 

966 transition periods. They consist of a four-month winter, a three-month summer, and a two monlh 

967 late summer, with transi tion periods on either side of winter. The months belonging to each 

968 season are given in Table 2 and the observations are summarized in Tables 3, 4, and 6, and 

969 Figure 9, and discussed in Section 4 . . In add ition to these overaU summaries fo r the entire period. 

970 annual cJimalologies show distinct imerannual variation in both summer and late summer. 

97 1 

972 The cl imatology is so dominated by a semidiumal variation in all seasons except winter that 

973 we are able to detennine the background winds, provided the amplitude of the diurnal tide is 

974 small compared 10 the background wind. These winds are summarized i.n Tables 3 and 6. The 

975 zonal wind is directed towards the ea<;l, except in March and April . and the meridional wind is 

976 directed from summer to win ter. The equatorward flow is stronger in summer than the poleward 

977 n ow in winter, and the eastward zonal fl ow is stronger in summer than in winter. We also 

978 determined the semidiumal tidal variability. The amplitudes and phases are given in Tables 3 
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979 <lnd 6. Th is ti d .. 11 vari ation is ex tremely large in lare Slimmer , large in summer, and extremely 

980 small in willler. The meridional component is bigger lhan the zonal component , except in 

98 1 wi nter. and lhe two components are in approximate phase quadrature with the meridional 

982 componenl leading the zonal by three hours. 

983 

984 These observations have been compared to others al 87 km and to model caJcuJalions for the 

985 same altitude. Our first comparison with UARS is wi th the zonal winds from the HRDI 

986 inStrument. There is quali l'alive agreement in Ihal both instruments show an eastward wind all 

987 year long, except for March and April . when it is westward. However. the HRDI eastward winds 

988 appear to be significantly faster than ours. This might occur because they have daytime 

989 observat.i ons, wh ile we have night time observations, and both groups have to ignore diurnal tides 

990 to find the winds. It might al so occur because of a latitude difference between the two data selS. 

991 It will be useful to make a more direct comparison with nightlime OH winds from WINDll when 

992 they become avai.l able . 

993 

994 We appear to have good agreemenr with MF radar observations and with more limited 

995 OH observations at PMO. The overall good agreement with the MF radar winds-both 

996 ampli tudes and phases-is a strong confinnation of those resulLs. because we are using a totall y 

997 different techn ique. Conversely. the overall good agreement also validates our FPI resu lts. 

998 However, within this agreement , some differences appear such as the radar winds showing 

999 stronger semidiumal variations than we do in winter. but smaller ones in Late summer. Similarly 

1000 the PMO FPI shows stronger semidiurnal variations in wi nter than we do , and has a strong 

1001 re lative maxi mum at spring equinox while we do nOL 
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1002 

1003 A cons istent difference in these comparisons with observat ions from other sites is the ncar 

1004 absence of a scmidiurnai tide over BLO in winter. This is the lime period when topographicall y 

1005 generated gravity waves will have the largest impact on the stratosphere and mesosphere, and 

1006 when the low·all itude winds are strongest. II thus appears that the Rocky Mountains have a 

1007 significant impact on the wave fields and, by extension, an i.ntcgrated effect on Ihe general 

1008 circulation. 

1009 

1010 Very impol1anll y. the seasonal behavior of OUf deduced meridional and zonal winds is 

1011 consistent with model calculations of what is needed to account for cold summer temperatures 

1012 and warm winter temperatures in the upper mesosphere. This, in turn , supports the very 

10 J 3 significant role of grav ity waves in the model parameterization. 

1014 

10 J 5 We have bOlh significant agreements and disagreements when we compare our semidiurnal 

101 6 tidal variations with those calculated by the GSWM model for four months. The model has a 

1017 significant tidal amplitude in January, whereas we have a much weaker one. Otherwise. the 

101 8 observed tidal amplitudes are much greater-factors of two to six-than the calculated ones. 

1019 The tidal phases agree very well in July, differ by two hours in April and three hours in January, 

1020 and differ by four hours in the opposite direction in October. The amplitudes and the October 

102 1 phase difference are particularly significant faiHngs. It appears that somehow the semidiumal 

1022 tide is not being treated correctly. Perhaps, in the model, the Rocky Mountain topographical 

1023 source of gravity waves is not included in winter. Perhaps. in Lhe model, the semidiumaitidaJ 

1024 source is not great enough Of lhe tides are being damped too much in transmission through the 
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1025 middle atmosphere to 87 km. 11 would be useful 10 make a more extensive compari son when we 

1026 have a good spectral analysis of the FPJ data and the corresponding GSWM results are available 

1027 for all months. Nonetheless. in light of the GSWM being the state-of-the-art model. in th;:tt it 

1028 attempts to include every known process, the differences we have already found in amplitudes 

1029 and phases rai se an important question. Namely, the model lidal results are obtained using 

1030 averaged inputs. In contrast, the climatolog ica l results are an average of wind fields detennined 

1031 fro m highly variable inputs. If the system were li near and the model included all significant 

1032 inputs, then the model and observed tides should agree reasonably well. Ooes their a.pparent 

1033 disagreement ind icate that non-linear processes are more important than previously thought? 

1034 

1035 The deduced semidiurnal tides at 87 km were shown to depend greatl y on the dail y 

1036 variability of the observed winds, e.g. , in lare summer a strong tide was found when almost every 

1037 day had a strong semidiumal wind variation , whereas in winter a very weak tide was found when 

1038 every day had a very different temporal variation. Although there is substantial seasonal 

1039 variation, the tidal excitat ion should not vary greatly from day to day. Consequently, the 

1040 observed vari abi lity at 87 km must reflect variability in the transmission or passage of the tid'll 

1041 oscillations through the middle armosphere. The strong fa ll -spring asymmetry in the tidal 

1042 ampJjrudes ni les out the much more symmetric background wind, in particular the mesospheric 

1043 jet, as the major factor affecting the tidal transmission. Instead, it focuses attention on the 

1044 possib le role of gravity waves in affecting the tidal transmiss ion. 

1045 

1046 Thus in examining the background winds and semidiumal tides, it appears that both are 

1047 greatly affected by gravity waves. Most encouragingl y, these two very different aspects of the 
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1048 wi nd fie ld appear to depend on the same, seasonally different gr~lv ity-wave popu lations. A 

1049 consistent picture begins to emerge mat ties together many of the major features. In will fer , the 

1050 strong, but highly variable. prevailing winds over the Rockies give ri se to a strong topographical 

105 1 source of gravity waves wi th near-zero phase speed. With eastward winds in the tropospheric 

1052 and mesosphcric jets, these gravity waves can propagate upward withou t a critical- layer 

1053 interaction , and start to break or saturate in the stratosphere. In the mesosphere, Lhese breaking 

1054 gravity waves will decelerate Ihe mesosphericjcl and adversely affect the upward propagat ion of 

1055 the semidiurnaltide. In the vicinity of 87 km they will cont inue to decelerate the eastward wind 

1056 but cannot reverse it. The saturation process occurring throughout the mesosphere will cause 

1057 enough cascading in energy that few monochromatic gravity waves wi ll be left to excite 

1058 detecmble airglow intensity variations at 87 km. 

1059 

1060 In summer, a very different situation ex ists. While there is still a prevailing wind over the 

106 1 Rockies, the resulting gravity waves with a near zero phase velocity will experience a critical-

1062 layer interaction in the stratosphere as the prevailing winds at these higher altitudes shift from 

1063 eastward in the tropospheric jet to westward in the mesospheric jet. The tropospheric jet stream, 

1064 or wind gradients associated wi th it, then becomes the major source of gravi ty waves. Those 

1065 leaving the vicinity of the jet stream with an eastward phase velocity can propagate upward 

1066 throughout most of the mesosphere without a critical-layer interaction. However, those wi th a 

1067 westward phase velocity, if any, will experience a critical-layer interaction with the westward 

1068 mesosphericjet. These gravi ty waves with an eastward phase velocity break at a higher altitude 

1069 than the zero-phase velocity grav ity waves in winter. In the mesosphere they will decelerate the 

1070 westward jet and by 87 km they will reverse the wind direction and give rise 10 an eastward jet in 
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107 1 the lower lhclmosphere. Because the onsel of saturation for Ihese gravity waves occurs al a 

1072 higher ahitude lh;.m for the zero-phase speed waves in II/hlter , there is a smaller range of altitudes 

1073 for them 10 imcracl with and disrupt the semidiurna l tide below 87km, and more monochromatic 

1074 waves will survive to excite detectab le airglow intensity variations al 87 km. 

1075 

1076 In lale Slutlmer the jet-stream source of grav ity waves is weak compared 10 the summer and 

1077 the topographica l source is weak compared to the wimer. irrespecti ve of where cri licaJ -layer 

1078 filtering occurs, which will be changing during lhis period as the mesospheric jet shifts from 

1079 westward 10 eastward. and back and forth several limes, the grav ity wave sources are weak. A 

1080 major consequence is that the semidiumal tide will propagate upwards 10 87 km with minimum 

1081 interference. Some delectable ai rglow variations will al so occur at 87 km from eastward 

1082 propagating gravity waves that reach that altitude without breaking. 

1083 

1084 The spring equinox period diffe rs from late Slimmer in that both the jet-stream and 

1085 topographical sources of gravity waves are stronger. This leads 10 an increased di sruption of the 

1086 upward propagating semidiumal tide and the smaller observed tide at 87 km. 

1087 

1088 Thus we have been able to account for much of the observed and reported behav ior by 

1089 relying on twO gravity-wave populations: one with a near-zero phase ve loc ity that domi nates in 

1090 winter, and one with an eastward phase veloci ty in summer. The fonner is most likely assoc iated 

109 1 wi th the topographic generation of grav ity waves, the laLler wi th the jet stream. 

1092 
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1093 Because a climatology, li ke the one reponed here, is so heavily averaged, it would be 

1094 difficuh to detect the expected strong impact of indi vidual convecti ve s tomlS as a grav ity.wavc 

1095 source. The detec tion of Lhat source is probably best done with case studies. Another question 

1096 thai arises from our observations and other middle-atmosphere observations is what happens 10 

1097 grav ity waves wi th a westward phase speed? From the picture presented here, they could 

1098 propagate upward in winter past the eastward tropospheric and mesospheric jets without a 

1099 critical· layer interaction. However. the iT ex istence is not manifested in the winter gravity wave 

11 00 activ ity in the upper mesosphere. the significan t detect ion of ai rglow variations at 87 km , or a 

11 01 reversal of the winds to westward in the lower thermosphere. One possibility is that the jet-

1102 stream source is anisotropic, preferably producing gravity waves with an eastward phase speed. 

1103 Another poss ibili ty is that our picture of what happens in the mesosphere in winter may be too 

11 04 simple. lL is hard to be lieve that the very large, unexplained temperature nuctuations or invers ion 

1105 layers in the winter mesosphere are not accompanied by strong dynamical features that might 

11 06 give rise to critical-layer interactions in this region. This is an area where extensive new 

1107 observat ions are needed. 

1108 

11 09 The observations, discussions. and conclusions are summarized in Table 6. Our 

litO observations are in bold. Other information about the middle atmosphere that is needed to 

1111 account for lhe observations is given in a regular font. Taken together, thi s table attempts to give 

111 2 an integrated picture of much of what is happening in the mid-Ialit'ude , middle atmosphere. 

111 3 

1114 A final comment is on the importance of having long-term sets of observations. We earlier 

111 5 mentioned how an earl y and limited FPI data sample in one season gave rise to the wrong 
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111 6 conclusion about the cl imatology for that season. We have also seen the great vari ability or 

111 7 "weather" in much of the data, partjcu larly in winter, which requires. considerable averaging 10 

111 8 find the mean behavior. By having mUltiple years of data available, we were able to confirm 

II J 9 such important features as the large-amplitude semidiurnal tide in lale summer compared to the 

11 20 mllch smaller tide in the vic inity of spring equinox. To aliempllO understand our observations, it 

11 2 J was important to have the resulls from other long-term sets of observations-MF and VHF 

11 22 radars, Rayleigh-scatter lidars, airglow imagers- mat covered other portions of the middle 

1123 atmosphere and o ther parameters. Given the climatology and the model summarized in Table 6. 

11 24 we now have a framework for examining the intensities and the temperatures. comparing subsets 

1125 of the data (e.g .• the interannual variations). making detailed comparisons of the FP[ winds to 

11 26 other winds such as those from the MF radars and the HWM-93 [Hedin et at., 1996] . comparing 

1127 the FPJ results to essentially co-located Rayleigh-scatter Jidar temperamres from throughout the 

1128 mesosphere. and comparing the FPI resu lts to the prevailing winds over the Rockies. However, 

1129 such studies requ ire adequate resources for all four essential aspects of the work: continued 

11 30 development and operation of high-performance instrumentation, adequate mai ntenance of the 

11 3 1 i.nstrumentation and observatory facili ties, preparation and execution of the primary data 

11 32 reduction, and detailed analysis of the data and associated intercomparisons with models and 

1133 other available data. 

1134 
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Figure 1. The imaging Fabry-Perot interferometer at Bear Lake Observatory. 

Figure 2. Example of FPJ data for OH observations on 14 September 1993 . The data extend 
from short ly after sunsellO short ly before dawn. (See text for conversion from UT to LT and 
LST.) (a) OH intensities for eight azimuths and zenith . (b) Background intensities for the same 
eigh t azimuths and zeni th. (e) LOS speeds when looking north (solid line) and south (dashed 
line). Pos itive speeds in mls are for moLion away from the FPI. The ± Ia error bars are located at 
the center times of the four-minute integrations. (d) The same as (c) but for the east (solid}-wesl 
(dashed) pair of LOS speeds. (e) The northeast (sol id)-southwest (dashed) pair of LOS speeds. 
(f) The north west (solid)-southeast (dashed) pair of LOS speeds. (g) Hodogram presentation of 
the vector veloci ties going clockwise from the first data point in the fourth quadrant to the last 
data point in the first quadran l. (b) Tbe resolved meridional (soljd li ne. positive to the north) 
and zonal (dashed line, positive to the east) components of the vector wind, deri ved from the 
LOS speeds interpolated to 0, 15, 30, and 4S minutes after each hour. 

Figure 3. Ex.unple of the evolution of OH wind vector maps for the night of 5 September 1994. 
The c ircle of 300-km diameter is the region viewed for an emission layer at 87 km and an 
elevation angle of 30°. The vector wind at each position is derived from the LOS speed in thai 
direction and the two LOS speeds obtained at ±45° in azimuth. The velocity scale in mls is given 
in the boltom-right comer. 

Figure 4. The OH wind climatology for BLO. The average diurnal variations of the merid ional 
(solid lines, positive to the north) and zonal (dashed lines, posi tive to the east) components are 
presented in mls. Approximately four years of data. acqu ired between September 1989 and June 
1995 are included in each monthly average. The division of the year into three seasons and two 
transition periods is discussed in the I.exl. 

Figure 5. Single-year OH wind c1imalologies for three Septembers, Junes. and Januarys. The 
average diurnal variations of the meridional (solid lines. positi ve to the north) and zonal (dashed 
lines, positive to the east) components are given in mls. 

Figure 6 . Examples of the variability of OH winds for six individual nights in late summer. 
The diurna.l variation of the meridional (solid lines. posi tive to the north ) and zonal (dashed li nes, 
posi tive to the east) components are given in mls. 

Figure 7. Examples of the variability of OH winds for six individual nights in summer. The 
diurnal variation of the meridional (solid lines, positive to the north) and zonal (dashed lines. 
pos itive to the east) components are given in mls. (As discussed in the text, the error bars shown 
for the June 1992 and July 1992 days are too big.) 
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Figure 8. Examples of the vari abili ty of OH winds fo r six individual nights in winter. The 
diurnal vari ation of the meridional (solid li nes, positive 10 the north) and zonal (dashed lines, 
positi ve to Ihe east) components are given in mls. (As discussed in lhe tex t. the errOr bars shown 
for the January 1992 days are 100 big.) 

Figure 9. C limatology of background wi nd and semidiurnal tide for FPI observations of OH at 
BLO. The tOP panel gives the background meridiona l wi nd (sol.i d line, positive to the north) and 
the background zonal wind (dashed line, positive to the east) in mls. The middle panel gives the 
amplitude of the meridional component of the semidiumal tide (so lid line. positive to !.he north) 
and the amplitude of the zonal component (dashed line, positive to the east) in mls. Dotted lines 
are used for the months where data are unavailab le. The bottom panel g ives the UT of the 
min imum in the semid iumal tide (the solid line, meridional component ; dashed line, zonal 
component). The phase in LST is obtained by subtracting 1.4 hours. Dashed lines are used for 
the months where data are unavailable. Asterisks are used for additional data pOints in winter 
that have greater uncert ainty. 

Figure 10. Thirty-year average ( 1946- 1975) of the prevailing wind speed just above the 
mountains (700 mbar) over BLO. (Adapted from Weslbrook. 1980.) 



Table J. OH Wind Observatio ns 

Month Years Nighls 

January 4 37 
.Febru ary 4 31 
March 4 30 
April 4 24 
May 4 30 
June 4 28 
July 3 24 
August 3 32 
September 4 30 
October 3 26 
November 4 24 
December 4 42 

Table 3. Deduced background winds and 
semidiurnal tides for 87 km at BLO 

Table 2. OH Climatological Seasons 

Season 
Slimmer 
Late Sumlller 

Will ler 

Months 
May- July 

August & September 

November- February 

Background Semidiurnal 
W ind T ide 

Month North East North East 
mls mls mls hrs mls hrs 

May - II 8 15 4.9 12 7.3 
June - 10 14 17 4.8 8 7.8 
Ju ly - 10 14 20 4.5 13 8.2 
Aug. -6 15 26 3.6 23 6.5 
Sep'- -2 4 28 3.6 25 5.9 
Oct. -7 14 1.6 9 5.1 
Nov. 2 10 
Dec. 8 5 5 6.6 8 10.6 
Jan . 9 6 5 5.6 7 8.9 
Feb. 9 4 
Mar. - 2 -4 
Apr. -5 -6 12 4.8 12 6.4 
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Table4. Day~lo-day variability 

Season 

Willter 

Summer 
Late Summer 

Variability ! 

Extremely Variable 
Highly Variable 

Very Similar 

IQuali tative characterizat ion. See, for 
instance, Figures 6-8. 

Table 5. GSWM Tidal Climatologies for 42°N and 86 km' 

Semidiumal Tide Diurnal Tide 
Month North East North East 

m/s hrs m/s hrs mls hrs mls hrs 

January 9.4 08.9 10.5 12.0 6. 1 07 .3 6.4 11.8 
April 3.5 06.1 3.6 09.1 15.0 11.4 12.4 16.5 

July 4.0 05.0 3.0 08.2 16.8 12.0 14.3 17.1 

October 6.6 10.1 4.6 13.0 14.6 09.8 13.2 14.7 

Iprivate Communication. M. Hagan, January 1997. 
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Table 6. Summary of the OH winds at BLO and middle atmosphere featu res that he lp to accoun t for Ihem* 

Seasons Summer Lace Summer Transition Wi11ler Trans ition 

Mesosphere 

No OW images I No OW images 
, ... , ~ .- ~, -,.. , .. ,-- ... - ..... ... . Few GW images

c:lstwurd phasc speed 
Frequent OW images- r ew \..J"" lllld~Cl>-

clIstw<lrd rh<l.~e speed eastwnrd ph;t~c ~pecd 

Strong eastwa rd Eas tward O H wind j No zonal O H wind 
OH wind (12 mls) (10 m/s) ! 

Strong southward OH Southward OH wind '1' Southward OH wind 
wind (10 mls) (4 mls) (7 ntis) 

Strong SD tide Very s trong SO tid e ! SD tide (9/14 m/s) 
(1 1/ 18 m/s) (24127 m/s) ] 

I . 

Weak eastward OH \\i nd 
(6 mI,) 

Northward OH wind 
(7 mls) 

Weak SO tide (8/5 O\/s) 

Maximum in GW activity 1 ! Smlliler m3X. in GW activity 
j . 

Strong westward jet Wcst-to-e3Stjet reversal j Eastwardjet i Strongeaslwardjel 
! ; 

Decclerate westward flow I i Decelerate eastward flow 
and accelerate to thc east j 

j Breaking OWs with east· i Pc;>ssiblc strong PW 
i ward phase speeds in 1 m(]uence 

We.ak westward Oll 
wind (S OIls) 

We.ak southwn rd OH . 
wind (4 mls) 

SD tid e (lU12 nils in 
April) 

East-to-west jet reversal 

I meso. & lower thermo. it, 
••••• __ •••••• _ ............ _ l _ •• _._ •••••••• __ .... _ ............ _______ ••••• _. ____ .. __ ._ • .-4_ .. _ ... __ ._ ...........••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• _ ••••••••.•••• _._ •.• .\ ......•••••••• _ ••••••••••.••••.. ___ .... __ •. __ _ I Filter GWs with westward Filler OWs with eastward ! Fi ller OWs with eastward t Filler GWs with eastward '1' Filter OWs with eastward 

I phase speed. if they exist phase speed when meso- ! phase speed ! phase speed . phase speed when meso-

I 
spheric jet is eastward iii spheric jet is eastward 

I ' . . , 
Minimum in OW activity Minimum in GW activity 'I' ! Maximum in OW activity 

Stratosphere I .'1. 
1 SD OJ tidal source SD OJ tidal source i SO 0 ) tidal source SO OJ tidal source i SO 0 ) lidal source I I , I Fi ller GWs with zero phase Filler OWs with zero i i Breaki ng OWs with zcro i Filter OWs with 1.ero 
! speed phase speed when meso- I ! phase speed in strato- i phnse speed when meso-
l spheric jet is westward I sphere & mesosphere ! spheric jet is westward ......................•............................................................. . .................................................. ·····1················································ ...........•...........................................•................. , ...........................................•.............. 
i Eastwardjct & ow source Weak eastwardjct & Eastwardjct &GW source i Strong eastward jet & ! Eastward jet & OW source 
! weak OW source i strong OW source i 
l j i 

Troposphere i SO H20 tidal source SO H20 tidal source i SO HlO tidal source ! SO H20 tidal source 

I Very weak topographic Weak topographic OW j Topographic OW source . 
! OW source (3.9 m/s) source (5.8 mls) ! (7.4 mJs) 

! Strong topographic OW 
; source (14.4 m/s) 

SD HlO tidal source 

Topographic OW source 
(7.3 m/s) 

... SD = scmidiumal OW = gravi ty wave PW = planetary wave. Items in bold refer to the OLO observations. "x/y mls" refers to a zonal amplitude of)(. 
and a meridional amplitude of y. 
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